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Since the beginning of the COVID pandemic, John Campbell, Ph.D., a retired nurse educator, has

gained a following for his even-handed evaluations of COVID science and statistics. While he's not

known for taking a stand against the COVID shots, that recently changed.

At the end of December 2022, Campbell posted a video (above) calling on the British health

authorities to halt the use of mRNA COVID injections, as the data suggest there are far too many

safety issues to continue.

Moreover, most COVID-19 hospitalizations in 2022 were incidental, meaning they were not

hospitalized "for" COVID but, rather, tested positive once admitted. Waves of outbreaks with newer,

less hazardous variants have also resulted in high levels of natural immunity.

Campbell argues that while the risk of complications and death due to COVID has signiScantly

lessened since the early days of 2020, the risks associated with the COVID jabs remain the same as

they were at the outset.

Hence, the risk-beneSt ratio of the mass injection campaign has Uipped, and the risk associated

with the shot now outweighs the risk of infection. Campbell is now urging the British government to

pause the continued booster campaign until a population-wide risk-beneSt analysis has been

carried out, and the data published with full transparency so that independent researchers can

verify the Sndings.

Life Expectancy Plummeted After COVID Jabs Rolled Out

What Campbell does not address in this video, but has reviewed in others, is that the COVID jabbed

are actually dying in greater numbers than the unjabbed — so much so that it has driven down the

overall life expectancy in the U.S. by nearly three years.

In 2019, the average life span of Americans of all ethnicities was 78.8 years.  By the end of 2020, it

had dropped to 77.0 years  and by the end of 2021, it was 76.4.

We know this drop isn't due to people dying of COVID-19, because the age groups with the highest

increases in mortality were working age adults, 25 through 54, followed by children between the

ages of 1 and 4.  And, they are not tiny increases.

Rates of death increased 16.1% for 35- to 44-year-olds, 13.4% for 25- to 34-year-olds, 12.1% for 45-

to 54-year-olds, and 10.1% for 1- to 4-year-olds. Meanwhile, COVID mortality was, from the start,

highest among the elderly.

The average age of death due to COVID-19 was 82,  which is actually older than the average life

span, and mortality rates only increased by 3.8% among 65- to 74-year-olds and 2.4% among those

aged 75 to 84. Life insurance data also conSrm that it's working age adults who are dying in record

numbers.

Excess Mortality Took Off After COVID Shots Were Introduced

COVID-19 is also an unlikely cause for the rapid decline in life expectancy for the simple fact that

it's not a major contributor to rising excess mortality, which only took off after the introduction of

the COVID shots in early 2021.

Excess mortality is a statistic that is related to but separate from life expectancy. It refers to the

difference between the observed numbers of deaths (from all causes) during a given time,

compared to the expected number of deaths based on historical norms, such as the previous Sve-

year average. (Formula: reported deaths – expected deaths = excess deaths.)

Across the world, excess mortality has dramatically risen since the rollout of the jabs, and barely a

day now goes by without a healthy adult suddenly dropping dead with no apparent cause.

If the COVID jabs were beneScial, you'd expect excess mortality to drop, yet that's not what we're

seeing. We're also not seeing mass death from COVID. The only clear factor that might account for

these discrepancies is mass injection with an experimental gene transfer technology.

The Jabbed Also Account for Most COVID-19 Deaths

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data also show that most COVID-19 related deaths

are now occurring among the jabbed and boosted, and this despite the fact that numbers are

artiScially suppressed by only counting people as "vaccinated" or "boosted" if they're at least two

weeks out from their last shot. As reported by the Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF):

"In fall 2021, about 3 in 10 adults dying of COVID-19 were vaccinated or boosted. But by

January 2022  … about 4 in 10 deaths were vaccinated or boosted. By April 2022 … data

show that about 6 in 10 adults dying of COVID-19 were vaccinated or boosted, and that's

remained true through at least August 2022 (the most recent month of data)."

The data from this chart come from the CDC, which collects data on the number of deaths

by vaccination status from 30 health departments (including states and cities) across the

country.

In order to be counted as vaccinated, a person must be at least two weeks out from

completing their primary series … Similarly, to be counted as having a booster, a person

must be at least two weeks out from their booster or additional dose before testing

positive. People who were partially vaccinated are not included in this data."

COVID Jab Is Likely Fueling Mutation of Variants

Another reason to halt the COVID booster campaign that Campbell does not address is the very

likely possibility that the shots are fueling mutations, giving rise to ever new and more resistant

variants. As reported in a Wall Street Journal opinion piece by Allysia Finley,  "The virus appears to

be evolving in ways that evade immunity," which is bad for the jabbed and unjabbed alike.

"Public-health experts are sounding the alarm about a new Omicron variant dubbed XBB

that is rapidly spreading across the Northeast U.S.," Finley writes.

"Some studies  suggest it is as different from the original COVID strain from Wuhan as the

2003 SARS virus … It isn't clear that XBB is any more lethal than other variants, but its

mutations enable it to evade antibodies from prior infection and vaccines as well as

existing monoclonal antibody treatments.

Growing evidence also suggests that repeated vaccinations may make people more

susceptible to XBB and could be fueling the virus's rapid evolution …

Under selective evolutionary pressures, the virus appears to have developed mutations that

enable it to transmit more easily and escape antibodies elicited by vaccines and prior

infection.

The same study posits that immune imprinting may be contributing to the viral evolution.

Vaccines do a good job of training the immune system to remember and knock out the

original Wuhan variant. But when new and markedly different strains come along, the

immune system responds less effectively.

Bivalent vaccines that target the Wuhan and BA.5 variants … prompt the immune system to

produce antibodies that target viral regions the two strains have in common … XBB has

evolved to elude antibodies induced by the vaccines and breakthrough infections.

Hence, the Nature study suggests, 'current herd immunity and BA.5 vaccine boosters may

not e\ciently prevent the infection of Omicron convergent variants.'"

Indeed, a drawback of the original COVID shot that was widely ignored was that it only triggered the

creation of antibodies against a single piece of the virus (the spike), whereas natural immunity

creates antibodies against all of its parts.

Experts warned that embarking on a mass injection campaign would put enormous pressure on the

spike that would result in mutations to evade immunity, and this is precisely what happened.

How Vaccines Can Drive Viruses to Mutate

The idea that vaccines can cause viral mutations is not new. As explained in "Vaccines Are Pushing

Pathogens to Evolve," published in Quanta Magazine  in 2018, "Just as antibiotics breed resistance

in bacteria, vaccines can incite changes that enable diseases to escape their control."

The article details the history of the anti-Marek's disease vaccine for chickens, Srst introduced in

1970. Today, we're on the third version of this vaccine, as within a decade, it stops working. The

reason for this is because the virus continuously mutates to evade the vaccine. What's worse, the

virus is also becoming increasingly deadly and more dihcult to treat.

A 2015 paper  in PLOS Biology tested the theory that vaccines are driving the mutation of the

herpesvirus causing Marek's disease in chickens. To do that, they vaccinated 100 chickens and

kept 100 unvaccinated. All of the birds were then infected with varying strains of the virus. Some

strains were more virulent and dangerous than others.

“ Viruses mutate all the time, and if you have a
leaky vaccine, meaning one that doesn't block
infection completely, then the virus will mutate to
evade the immune response within that person.”

Over the course of the birds' lives, the unvaccinated ones shed more of the least virulent strains

into the environment, while the vaccinated ones shed more of the most virulent strains. As noted in

the Quanta article:

"The ]ndings suggest that the Marek's vaccine encourages more dangerous viruses to

proliferate. This increased virulence might then give the viruses the means to overcome

birds' vaccine-primed immune responses and sicken vaccinated _ocks."

The take-home message here is that viruses mutate all the time, and if you have a leaky vaccine,

meaning one that doesn't block infection completely, then the virus will mutate to evade the

immune response within that person.

As it happens, that is one of the distinct features of the COVID shots. They're not designed to block

infection. They allow infection to occur and at best lessen the symptoms, and as a result, the virus

can mutate more or less unhindered. So, while the unjabbed were initially accused of being the

ones responsible for mutations, it's actually the jabbed who are the primary vectors.

Risk of COVID Infection Rises With Number of Shots

While newer variants can circumvent both "vaccine" immunity and natural immunity, natural

immunity still provides far better protection, because the more shots a person gets, the more

predisposed they become to COVID-19 infection.

This was most recently demonstrated in a Cleveland Clinic study,  which concluded that the risk of

COVID-19 infection "increased … with the number of vaccine doses previously received." As

reported by Finley:

"Notably, workers who had received more doses were at higher risk of getting sick. Those

who received three more doses were 3.4 times as likely to get infected as the

unvaccinated, while those who received two were only 2.6 times as likely.

'This is not the only study to ]nd a possible association with more prior vaccine doses and

higher risk of COVID-19,' the authors noted. 'We still have a lot to learn about protection

from COVID-19 vaccination, and in addition to a vaccine's effectiveness it is important to

examine whether multiple vaccine doses given over time may not be having the bene]cial

effect that is generally assumed.'"

COVID Shots Suppress Your Immune Function

The COVID jabbed are also contracting other infections, as the shots weaken their innate immune

system. In December 2022, MIT researcher Stephanie Seneff and Drs. Peter McCullough, Greg Nigh

and Anthony Kyriakopoulos published a paper  in which they described how the COVID shots

inhibit the type-1 interferon pathway, which is the Srst-stage response to all viral infections.

As a result of this interferon inhibition, your innate immune system is suppressed, opening the door

for all kinds of infections. Type-1 interferon also keeps latent viruses in check, so if your interferon

pathway is suppressed, latent viruses, such as shingles,  can start to emerge. Importantly,

cancer can also proliferate unchecked when your immune system is impaired.

Bivalent Boosters Are Minimally Effective at Best

The Cleveland Clinic study  cited earlier also found that the bivalent COVID-19 booster was only

30% effective in preventing infection "during the time when the virus strains dominant in the

community were represented in the vaccine."

In other words, the boosters provide minimal protection even when well-matched to the circulating

strain, and as its protection wanes, it leaves you at higher risk of infection than before.

Got the Jab? Take Action to Safeguard Your Health

If you already got one or more jabs and now have concerns about your health, what can you do?

Well, Srst and foremost, never take another COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or

regular vaccine. You need to end the assault on your system.

If you developed symptoms you didn't have before your shot, I would encourage you to seek out

expert help. Unfortunately, most conventional doctors are clueless when it comes to COVID jab

injuries (and vaccine injuries in general), so you'll need to do some homework.

At present, the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) seems to have one of the best

treatment protocols for post-jab injuries. It's called I-RECOVER and can be downloaded from

covid19criticalcare.com.

Dr. Pierre Kory, who co-founded the FLCCC, has transitioned to treating the vaccine injured more or

less exclusively. For more information, see DrPierreKory.com. Dr. Michelle Perro  is also helping

patients with post-jab injuries. I interviewed her about her treatment strategies in May 2022.

The World Health Council has also published lists of remedies that can help inhibit, neutralize and

eliminate spike protein, which most experts agree is the primary culprit. I covered these in my 2021

article, "World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein Detox."

Other Helpful Treatments and Remedies

Other treatments and remedies that may be helpful for COVID jab injuries include:

• Hyperbaric oxygen therapy, especially in cases involving stroke, heart attack, autoimmune

diseases and/or neurodegenerative disorders. To learn more, see "Hyperbaric Therapy — A

Vastly Underused Treatment Modality."

• Lower your Omega-6 intake. Linoleic acid is consumed in amounts 10 times higher than the

ideal in well over 95% of the population and contributes to massive oxidative stress that

impairs your immune response. Seed oils and processed foods need to be diligently avoided.

See "How Linoleic Acid Wrecks Your Health" for more information.

• Pharmaceutical grade methylene blue, which improves mitochondrial respiration and aid in

mitochondrial repair. A dose of 15 to 80 milligrams a day could go a long way toward resolving

some of the fatigue many suffer post-jab.

It may also be helpful in acute strokes. The primary contraindication is if you have a G6PD

deSciency (a hereditary genetic condition), in which case you should not use methylene blue at

all. To learn more, see "The Surprising Health BeneOts of Methylene Blue."

• Near-infrared light, as it triggers production of melatonin in your mitochondria  where you

need it most. By mopping up reactive oxygen species, it too helps improve mitochondrial

function and repair. Natural sunlight is 54.3% infrared radiation,  so this treatment is available

for free. For more information, see "What You Need to Know About Melatonin."

• Lumbrokinase and serrapeptidase are both Sbrinolytic enzymes that, when taken on an empty
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• Lumbrokinase and serrapeptidase are both Sbrinolytic enzymes that, when taken on an empty

stomach one hour before a meal, or two hours after, will help reduce your risk of blood clots.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Top doctors and scientists, bureaucrats from health agencies like Fauci who serve as marketing agents for Big Pharma, and corrupt

and politicized state medical boards continue their genocide of biological weapons that kill, destroy the immune system, and cause

health damage powering new variants. However, the cover-up continues with the Western media working for manipulation and

censorship, with the leadership of Fauci, Biden, Bill Gates, Big Pharma, FDA, NIH, CDC and the medical profession totally corrupt and

irresponsible. Also in Japan which is a nation of obedient people, achieving well above average COVID "vaccination" rates compared to

the rest of the world and the rest of Asia as well.

as can be clearly seen in Figure 2, immediately after the COVID "epidemic" in 2020, Japan had the most signiScant period of seasonal

mortality deScit in ten years (point A) after no excess mortality. And yet, after the massive mRNA experiment (to protect them against

a virus/disease they didn't need protection from), they have since experienced a higher seasonal excess and a lower seasonal deScit.

metatron.substack.com/p/mortality-in-japan-2010-to-2022-the?utm_source..  (02/01/2022).---------- The Japanese government has

mobilized investigators to conduct an investigation into deaths caused by COVID-19 vaccines.

Two researchers have come forward to share their Sndings. Masataka Nagao, from the Hiroshima University School of Medicine,

noted how the bodies of vaccinated people who were autopsied with the help of police ohcers were abnormally hot. He said: “The Srst

concern was that the body temperature of the corpses was very high because the 'vaccine' causes abnormalities in the immune

system that cause inUammation throughout the body, which causes the high temperatures.
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Meanwhile, expert Shigetoshi Sano from Kochi University School of Medicine said “Spike proteins are locally suppressing the

immune system. As a result, the spike proteins facilitate the reactivation of the herpes virus." Dr. Masanori Fukushima also

criticized the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (MHLW) for refusing to stop the vaccination program against

COVID-19 from the country. “Vaccinated people have been found to be more likely to contract COVID-19 than unvaccinated

people. Tokyo criticized for refusing to halt COVID-19 vaccination program “People are already doing research all over the

world,” he told authorities during a conference in January 2023.

“You have vaccinated so many people. And yet only 10 percent of MHLW members, who are leading members of the vaccination

campaign, have been vaccinated. This is a joke?" Fukushima continued: "Given the wide range of adverse events, billions of

lives could ultimately be at risk." “Due to vaccination, natural immunity has been suppressed. This is what happened. I don't

think it will diminish at all; it will spread more and more,” he said. He then directed his words to MHLW: “It spends billions of yen

importing [COVID-19 vaccines] and encouraging the population [to get vaccinated].

The misunderstanding has come to light in the professional journals and it is now understood how dangerous [these vaccines]

are. newspunch.com/japan-orders-investigation-into-covid-vaccine-deaths-as-..  (05/01/2022).----------- HAS ANY PRO-VAX

DOCTOR COME OUT PUBLICLY TO REBUKE THE CDC FOR THE 770 SAFETY SIGNALS THAT THEY COVERED UP? As far as I

know, not a single pro-vax doctor in America has a problem with the CDC covering up the safety signals for the vaccine

(including death). Am I wrong? stevekirsch.substack.com/p/has-any-pro-vax-doctor-come-out-publicly?ut..  (09/01/2022)
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Thanks Gui, see this: The astonishing history of PSzer's corruption and crime - An independent journalist began to post on

Twitter, writing: “PSzer has habitually engaged in illegal and corrupt marketing practices, bribed physicians, & suppressed

adverse trial results. This is no secret, yet this fact continues to be brushed under the rug by politicians & the media.” A list of

the crimes to be seen. www.infowars.com/posts/massive-pSzer-Sles-thread-exposing-big-pharma..  * * * Following release of

PSzer’s latest “booster” covid shots, excess deaths in Japan are up 400%

www.naturalnews.com/2023-01-06-pSzer-booster-covid-vaccines-excess-de..  * * * BUSTED: Those ER doctors’ on Twitter who

claimed hordes of patients were dying from COVID every day were FAKE

www.naturalnews.com/2023-01-07-er-doctors-on-twitter-covid-fake.html#  * * * NOT REAL!

Fake doctors caught pushing vaccine in Psy-Op campaign | Redacted with Clayton Morris www.youtube.com/watch  * * * Ever

heard about bio-weapons that use DNA to kill speciSc person? They are reality now

www.wionews.com/science-technology/ever-heard-about-bio-weapons-that-u..  Now we know why US bio-weapon labs were

collecting DNA samples from Russian speaking population in East Ukraine.
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Gui, the only way I'm perfect is I'm perfectly human - With All the Human Imperfections. With this in mind, I'm as frustrated as

anyone here with the glacial crawl of the sum of the medical profession & the system to stop the madness. The enormous

inUuence & direct control of global power brokers & the Medical MaSa they've built over a century to crank out many in their

system to be in a sense on automatic pilot, in recent decades take their direction from on high, from the likes of Fauci or Hortez.

For the better part of Sfty years any kind of question or dissent has ruined the careers of top researchers & facilities who did not

fall in line. For the most part those in the middle or at the bottom of it all have been trained to be on autopilot to look to the

"Experts" for direction. If a real health system is to be made, or even possible, to turn it around, how can it be possible if we can't

admit the School of Hard Knocks is showing us, we need to accept new, real information to earn a degree showing us a better

direction?

Early in this Covid Circus any information seeing the light of day was through the lens carefully crafted over decades to show

only what the most corrupt of the corrupted wanted anyone to see. As bad as so many players are in the current System's, they'd

be hard pressed to surpass the Rockefeller MaSa Medical Model. If we hope to rebuild from the ashes don't we need those once

unaware have Snally had their Come to Jesus Moment to reach critical mass of truth?

It would've been great if all this wasn't necessary, but when Doc shares his experience in med school when a prof expressed 'by

the time you graduate, all you have learned here will be obsolete. One out of how many? This turn to the expert the holder of all

knowledge in this Seld is found across the spectrum, across the world. Each in their own cubicle in our Modern Tower of Babble,

not taking in account other, new discoveries. & We've all been educated to be unaware, feel powerless.
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Interesting reference, PETE, yes, documents released as part of a whistleblower complaint against PSzer reveal that the US

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) "turned a blind eye" to the "fraudulent data" that PSzer presented along with its mRNA for

COVID-19." An agent with the FDA's Ohce of Criminal Investigation (OCI) admitted in an email that the agency knew the PSzer

data was fraudulent but accepted it anyway, using it for emergency authorization (EUA) and then approving the data. PSzer

covid injection products. christine257.substack.com/p/fda-turned-a-blind-eye-to-submission?utm_s..  (12/16/2022) As

revealed in the PSzer Files, the pharmaceutical giant PSzer was committing mass genocide through drug crimes that include

illegal and corrupt marketing practices, bribery of physicians, and adverse results of suppressed trials, to name just a few.

This is never revealed through the globalist-controlled media and political apparatus, but since corporations are now "persons"

under US law, he is guilty of mass murder. And the PSzer Sles are bringing it all to light like never before in history. In the link all

illegalities are reported, hired investigators as hit men to blackmail prosecutors and with an extensive history of bribing doctors

and other medical professionals to promote their deadly products, conferences and other public speaking events..

The end of a saga of illegalities resulted in PSzer having to pay $200 million in settlements, which is just a drop in the bucket

compared to the proSt the company made from said product. It turns out that the settlements and Snes are just one item in Big

Pharma's operating expenses. threadreaderapp.com/.../1610375042940153856.html  (03/01/2022)
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Yes, Just, we are human and when the truth is revealed, professional ethics forces us to be informed. Welcome to the doctors

who now denounce the damage of biological weapons against Covid-17, they are precisely giving way to other scientists to tell

the truth. Gandhi's understanding of the ineffectiveness, Slth, and immorality of vaccines rings true today. Gandhi is still right

after 90 years: Vaccines are toxic, unhealthy, and ineffective. In his book, A Guide to Health, Gandhi expressed concern about

the vaccination theory. www.gutenberg.org/.../40373-h.htm  Targeting speciSc pathogens with dirty vaccines will make the

body more susceptible to other diseases in the long run. The advancement of human immunity should not focus on individual

diseases and the fear of death.

Human immunity progress should be immersed in the science of the human microbiome, the power of plant medicine, and

adaptogens. The commensal bacterial system of the human body is a community of living bacterial species that carry out

important functions within the body. Healing comes from within. It does not come from third-party pharmaceuticals that inject

animal parts, metallic adjuvants, sterilizing chemicals, and viral fragments. This is a dirty practice of witch medicine that is an

illusion of health. A healer should focus on bringing bacteria-friendly foods back into the diet. By equipping the gut with the

right species of bacteria, we can help people connect the missing puzzle pieces within.
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Despite this, Dr. Mercola, Dr. Mc. Cullough, Dr. Meryl Nass, and many others have suffered severe smears and consequences

against true health science information. Dr. Robert Malone and Dr. Peter McCullough called for the removal of the health care

policy during the 2022 Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC 2022) in Orlando, Florida. “They are trying to implement

a strategy, which is top-down, which is favored by insurance companies, Big Pharma and large hospital chains. But this is

absolutely not the kind of health care the American people want." www.brighteon.com/f6da29fe-8643-40fa-afc5-49ba1a8ba899

 Nonetheless. The repression against doctors who denounce the truth of genetic weapons continues.

Three doctors have been reprimanded by the medical establishment for questioning the safety of COVID-19 vaccines. His

persecution aligns with a broader trend of doctors being maligned for opposing the narrative that injections are "safe and

effective." The doctors shared their story with The Epoch Times, describing how they were penalized by medical boards simply

for following the Hippocratic Oath. Pediatric cardiologist Dr. Wade Hamilton came under Sre from the medical board for

refusing to suggest the COVID-19 vaccine to a girl who had recovered from the disease.

Since she had already recovered, he argued that the girl had natural immunity. “That has never been done before in history: give

someone a vaccine or an injection that she already has natural immunity to. There is no information on the safety [of the

COVID-19 vaccine. To give an mRNA vaccine, which is an unproven technology and in terms of disease prevention with no real

justiScation for a young person, I thought the risk-beneSt ratio favored not giving the injection," Hamilton explained. The other

two doctors in the link: www.theepochtimes.com/meet-the-doctors-who-were-punished-or-threatened..  (2022)
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Thank you Gui, another part of this latest version of P-harm-a Fauci Scam has been, especially early on has been the complete

suppression, for any discussion or debate to anything exposing or even questioning the ohcial narrative. Many early critics in

healthcare were condemned as relying on 'Anecdotle Evidence,' real cases in real time of patients not even coming close to what

was being allowed to be expressed - And it Continues to This Day. The Ohcials of Science say the trials showed safe and

affective, what the ohcials of science didn't show was what were promoted as trials were skewed, interrupted when

inconvenient results emerged or not even done to begin with.

We should also consider despite the common notion Majority Rules, real life experiences inform us nothing could be further

from the truth. While hard data escapes revealing such most often it has been shouted down, bullied, whatever it takes to stop

what we believe we need to do, to then do the opposite to give the Predator Para$ite$ what they want. Plenty of examples to

draw from showing the intensity of the storm of resistance has to be immense to cause a change of course, let alone a proper

correction.
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And the band plays on - www.yahoo.com/.../biden-team-preps-end-covids-100000258.html   So, what is more important,

Campbell misread, once held a misbelief or has now joined us in plugging the holes in the bucket so our concerns can hold

water? More are joining each day to continue to plug the holes. The more holes plugged the better, and the more who learn

causes of this premeditated disaster to make proper adjustments the better. The stubbornness of the machine to continue to

hold onto their safe and effective campaign despite hard data says this is far from over.
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Thanks Just, linking to your information. The US House of Representatives is expected to vote later this week to rescind the

Pentagon's COVID-19 vaccine mandate, after Republican lawmakers threatened to withhold votes for the National Defense

Authorization Act ( NDAA) of $858 billion unless the bill included removal of the mandate. Mike Rogers (R-Ala.), the ranking

Republican on the House Armed Services Committee, said removing the vaccination requirement "was essential for the defense

policy bill to move forward." The legislation must pass through the United States Senate before going to President Biden. Biden,

who along with Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin opposes repealing the mandate, has not indicated that he will veto the bill,

Politico reported.

The Pentagon would have 30 days to rescind the bill's mandate as it stands. Thousands of active duty service members have

been discharged for refusing vaccines since the Pentagon instituted the mandate in August 2021. The proposed legislation will

not reinstate discharged service members or compensate those who lost beneSts for refusing the vaccine. vaccination.

Republicans have called for an end to the military vaccine mandate since it was implemented in August 2021, citing concerns

that it would hurt service member retention and recruitment and negatively affect the readiness of the US Armed Forces.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/united-states-pentagon-covid-vacci..  (07/12/2022)
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Pentagon leaders, who are due to cancel their COVID vaccination mandate within three weeks, are trying to Sgure out what will

happen after that. The National Defense Authorization Act of 2023, signed into law by President Joe Biden on December 23,

requires Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin to rescind his 2021 memorandum to vaccinate all military personnel within 30 days

of to the signing of the bill. DOD will do as directed, but ohcials are "currently in the process of developing further guidance," the

commander said.

Nicole Schwegman, a Pentagon spokeswoman, in a statement Tuesday. In the meantime, she said, the Pentagon "is pausing all

actions for all service members related to the COVID-19 vaccine mandate." Army spokesman Lt. Col. Terence Kelley conSrmed

that the service is "suspending prosecution and initiation of involuntary separations based solely on a soldier's refusal to

comply with the COVID-19 vaccine mandate" while they await orientation. of OSD.

www.defenseone.com/policy/2023/01/pentagon-scrambles-prep-new-covid-ru..  (04/01/2022)
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ROFL I just got a 23 hour restriction on Fascist Book for sharing this article. Social media is obeying government lies and

covering up the truth. Smart people like us don't fall for the propaganda which includes covering up the truth.
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When so many scientiSc and medical professional peers who oppose a drug are labeled "conspiracy nuts" by the very

government agencies who trained and licensed them, when people are "unexpectedly" dying in plain sight and no one is taking

notice, while our ability to speak out has been suppressed, it is obvious an orchestrated worldwide tyrannical take over is

occurring. How do we stop it and can we stop it?
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Thank you for your action, Chopwi. Yes, for one reference, leaked government documents reveal that US government ohcials

have access to a special portal through which they can directly Uag Facebook and Instagram posts and request that the posts

be "throttled or deleted." . Internal public memos, emails, and documents from the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

describe "an expansive effort" by DHS to inUuence technology platforms, despite the failure of the Biden administration earlier

this year. year to launch a Disinformation Governance Board. As of October 31, the "content request system" at

facebook.com/xtakedowns/login was still active despite public outcry earlier this year when attorneys general in 20 states

threatened legal action unless that the Biden administration immediately disband "Orwellian" disinformation.

Governing Board. Mark Crispin Miller, Ph.D., a professor of Media, Culture and Communication at New York University, told The

Defender that collusion between the US government and media companies to censor US citizens It is nothing new, but it has

become a “catastrophic trend”. ” Michael Rectenwald, Ph.D., author of "Google Archipelago: The Digital Gulag and the

Simulation of Freedom," told The Defender: “The Intercept report validates what many knew the Department of Homeland

Security was doing, despite the removal of its Disinformation Governing Board.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/homeland-security-social-media-cen..  (02/11/2022)
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Yes, har, the maneuvers in free expression is a battleSeld that only favors the big monopolies and that the government regulates

at the convenience of a deep state where the WEF governs in harmony with Big Pharma, Big Tech and Bif Money. The war in

communication in social networks continues. The WinePress has reported on the JCPA Journalistic Competence and

Preservation Act, a bill that will radically transform the way media and news are shared and promoted on social media websites.

“In short, the bill is touted as granting more equity and freedom for news to be shared and get adequate compensation that is

usually squandered by much larger outlets.

The bill is touted as uplifting and supporting local journalism, but in reality it does the opposite and actually will lock-out a lot of

independent creators and journalists, but guaranteeing much larger outlets get promoted exclusively, granting them total

immunity from antitrust laws and creating a 'news cartel' in the process to buoy those 'they' want seen.”

winepressnews.com/2022/12/08/meta-threatens-to-remove-all-news-content..  (12 /09/2022)
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CHRISTINE ANDERSON & 17000 SCIENTISTS STAND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS.------ “I hope it pleases you, as much as it does me,

to experience a rare, well informed and honorable politician, basing her opinions on truth rather than propaganda, and standing

Srmly for human rights and justice, rather than corruption and proSt. Bravo to Christine Anderson: exceptional member of the

European Parliament!” MEP CHRISTINE ANDERSON 2022-10-20. PROF PERRONE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT CONFERENCE,

STRASBOURG. More than seventeen thousand scientists and doctors, including myself, support her, one hundred percent.

GLOBAL COVID SUMMIT MAY 11, 2022 DR MALONE SPEAKS ON BEHALF OF 17000 SCIENTISTS

drtrozzi.org/2023/01/10/christine-anderson-17000-scientists-stand-for-..  (01/10/2022)
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FAKE WESTERN BLOTS SUBMITTED BY PFIZER TO SEVERAL REGULATORY AGENCIES. ------Props in a theatrical performance

do not have to be real. Top EMA ohcials were clearly in on the scam, so were the FDA and TGA. Note that with increasing batch

volume during manufacturing scale-up, this problem becomes even more pronounced, the variability between parts of the

volume where some randomly broken RNA pieces are Uoating and other parts become even more big. The second part of

Jikky's post is even more interesting: PSzer apparently faked test images! The tests in question are called Western blots. PSzer

never provided a full characterization of the proteins expressed by the injections.

This requirement was added to the list of Conditional Market Approval conditions in Europe by EMA, and the FDA in the US

simply dismissed it as a "theoretical concern." In short: the images of the PSzer documents sent to the EMA and TGA are false.

Not only are they fake, they are so obviously fake that there is no chance for regulatory professionals, experienced doctors

familiar with these lab techniques (and simulation software) to make the mistake of thinking the PSzer images are real. It's like

taking fake Monopoly money when you sell your house. In fake rubles.

sashalatypova.substack.com/p/fake-western-blots-submitted-by-pSzer?ut..  (10/01/2022)
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE VACCINATED. “Do any of you out there actually believe that only government sanctioned individuals

such as Fauci and numerous “health ministers” can deSne science? With a medical emergency as unique and unusual as Covid

and the vaccines that came out within 8 months of the disease’s recognition globally, do you really believe that no other

scientist or doctor had an intelligent and valued word to say about it? Do you even know that thousands of such individuals

around the world have been censored and threatened the loss of their license to practice, not to mention the loss of their

reputations, are out there trying to be heard? Trying to debate? Do you really think blocking these highly credentialed and

published individuals is a reputable thing to do in a free culture, and if it is done, as it has been and is being done, does not

smell to high heaven?

The rampant censorship and threat to these individuals is enough to righteously inspire any deep questioning of this entire

ordeal. What of all of the legitimate deaths and illnesses occurring throughout the world? Do you believe all of this is untrue? Or

caused by things other than the most obvious? Do you not see how these very real spikes in excess mortality; sudden deaths,

rampant cancer, etc. coincide with the release of the mRNA vaccines? Do you not accept that “coincidence” as being

valid?................... www.shrewviews.com/p/an-open-letter-to-the-vaccinated?utm_source=post-..  (01/10/2022)
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MMA ATOMWEIGHT CHAMPION VICTORIA LEE “DIES SUDDENLY” AT 18-YEARS-OLD. Yesterday the mixed martial arts

community was devasted to learn that ONE Championship’s Atomweight champion (105 lbs.) Victoria Lee died suddenly and

unexpectedly at the age of 18. MMA and combat sports training are some of the most dihcult forms of training and

conditioning in all of athletics, so these people are in amazing shape. There is no reason for her to just upp’n die at

18-years-old; unless of course a “certain something” that entered the blood stream caused the problem “In the way of

righteousness is life; and in the pathway thereof there is no death”. Proverbs 12:28 Lee joins the list of all the other athletes and

common individuals who have been rapidly “dying suddenly” around the world since late-December 2020.

winepressnews.com/2023/01/08/mma-atomweight-champion-victoria-lee-dies..  (01/08/2022)
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SELLERS: TOP 10 CONSPIRACY THEORIES THAT WILL BE VALIDATED IN 2023 In the spirit of New Year’s predictions, I will

boldly assert that the same may be true of 2023’s future word of the year, “conspiracy theory.” 1)THE ROLE THAT THE INTEL

COMMUNITY AND THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PLAYED IN FOMENTING VIOLENCE THROUGH PSY-OPS ON JAN. 6, 2021, WILL

BE EXPOSED. ---- 2)THE DEADLY IMPACT OF THE COVID VACCINES WILL BECOME UNDENIABLE. ---- 3)THE SCOPE OF CHINA’S

CONTROL OVER THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WILL BECOME CLEARER. ----- 4)THE TRUE NATURE OF DAVID DEPAPE’S

RELATIONSHIP WITH PAUL PELOSI WILL BE REVEALED. ----- 5)WE WILL FIND OUT WHAT TRUMP’S PURLOINED MAR-A-LAGO

FILES REALLY CONTAINED.

---- 6)WE WILL LEARN WHAT THE DEMOCRATS INTEND TO DO WITH JOE BIDEN AND WHO WILL BE TAPPED TO REPLACE HIM.

---- 7)WE WILL DISCOVER THE TRUTH ABOUT THE U.S.UKRAINIAN PARTNERSHIP TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOP

BIOWEAPONS. ---- 8)THE LEFT’S PLANS TO NORMALIZE AND MAINSTREAM PEDOPHILIA WILL COME TO FRUITION.---- 9)THE

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM WILL LEAD THE WAY IN TRYING TO TURN HUMANS INTO GLORIFIED MATRIX-STYLE BATTERIES.

---- 10)AS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BIG TECH AND THE SPY AGENCIES BECOMES CLEARER, WE WILL LEARN THAT OUR

PERSONAL DEVICES ARE TRACKING OUR EVERY MOVE.----- headlineusa.com/sellers-10-conspiracy-theories-validate-2023
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"The proposed legislation will not reinstate discharged service members or compensate those who lost beneSts for refusing the

vaccine." They don't care about the sacriSced. It is war, right?
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I trust him and like him. It takes real courage to admit that you were wrong. Many people would rather die on that hill then admit that.

Science is not set in stone but it evolves. The doctors and scientist that I do not trust are the ones who refuse to look change their

minds in the face of all of the evidence. Yes, Dr. M got this right from the beginning and my hat is off to him.
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Hi All, I agree. While I was frustrated in the beginning with Dr Campbell he has slowly woken up through his own investigations,

logic and numbers which i think is the best way a person can wake up - not being told but researching it themselves. If only my

local doctor would do the same. He didn't even know the absolute risk ratio of the PSzer research. We are not going to progress

unless the sleeping doctors wake up and assist the awake doctors. And we need to celebrate every one of them that wakes up

and escapes the matrix. Good on him!
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The truth is being revealed and it is very positive that John Campbell, Ph.D, denounces the serious consequences of biological

weapons. In mid-November 2021, the FDA released the Srst 91 pages of the requested data. Upon inspection, it was found that

the FDA has been aware of many shocking safety issues since April 30, 2021. The PSzer documents served as a wake-up call

for Campbell. In one of his videos, he acknowledged the possibility that COVID-19 vaccines could be more dangerous than Big

Pharma has claimed.

In the video, Campbell reviewed the documents listed as “5.3.6. Post-marketing experience”, which were originally marked as

“conSdential”. According to the data, PSzer received 42,086 adverse event reports with 1,223 reported deaths as of February 28,

2021. Campbell said the information would have been useful before the coronavirus injections were released, especially since

he was one of those who supported the "safe and effective" narrative. He added that the PSzer documents "destroyed trust in

authority." People should take PSzer's reports seriously, especially since having 1,223 deaths and 42,086 injury reports in the

Srst three months is cause for concern.

By comparison, the 1976 swine Uu vaccine was withdrawn after only 25 deaths.

expose-news.com/2022/03/23/pSzer-documents-and-john-campbell-is-red-p..  (2022).----- LIVE WITH DR. JANE RUBY: CDC

LIES EXPOSED; ARREST WALENSKY & AN ANALYSIS OF PFIZER LEAKED DOCS

www.brighteon.com/4b8b8668-8247-46a9-bed8-ca3265bcfca7
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The hits just keep coming and the bureaucrats and "experts" laugh. Tell me how Covidianism differs from the worst of religions. It's

hard to see how. Followers refuse to challenge the dogma even when science itself does so. How ironic that the same people who

lectured us all to "follow the science" refuse to do so when it leads to inconvenient places. Worse, nothing is going to happen to those

who did the lecturing. Nothing will happen to Fauci or to any of the others. Neither they nor their water carriers in the press will Snd the

humility to so much as say "perhaps we went overboard," let alone admit to having been Uat wrong.

There are still people out there with masks, living cocooned lives, bragging about their vaccines and looking forward to the next one,

wilfully blind to the mounting data around them. I work with a couple of these people. They are impervious to reason. Dr. Campbell is

among the very few who admitted to being wrong and his demeanor shows the male equivalent of a scorned woman. He believed the

people in his profession who touted the vaccine; he believed the ohcials who pushed the multiple failed mitigation campaigns. And

now, he's mad for having been made a fool. Who wouldn't be. It's a normal reaction and perhaps it's more common among Covidians

than I know.

Perhaps many of them also feel betrayed, not just at having accepted what they were told but in attacking those who were rightly

skeptical. The actor Tim Robbins also falls into this camp, having changed his viewpoint after seeing too many stories of things gone

badly. The two are, unfortunately, a minority. We just had practitioners and sheep alike insisting the NFL player who collapsed suffered

a condition that typically happens to teenage boys engaged in sports that involve Uying objects like baseballs and hockey pucks. But

this is how religion works. The dogma must never be questioned, no matter how Uawed it may be.
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War/conUicts are incredible vehicles for wealth transfer from the working class to the power elite. Provide massive debt creation, thus

admired by the banking class. And they produce casualties, chaos, and fear. Wash, rinse, & repeat. ....... Plandemics are incredible

vehicles for wealth transfer from the working class to the power elite. Provide massive debt creation, thus admired by the banking

class. And they produce casualties, chaos, and fear. Wash, rinse, & repeat. ...... How to win both, start with awareness and truthfulness.
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yes, a repeating triangle of: pandemic, famine and war, not necessarily in that order. Here's an embedded video that sums up

much of what Sasha and Katherine Watts dug up about how this is a military operation, over time, response laws had been

sequentially altered so not even the US Congress had any oversight, (say what??) WE ARE being directed by a non-elected

attorney who runs HHS....Its a good summary, saves hours of digging!: "The New Constitution: Living War Crimes" - -

www.lewrockwell.com/2023/01/no_author/the-new-constitution-living-war-..  - scroll down to watch 45 min. video. Hang on til

the end, you will Snd this covid shot is considered a "prototype" and was only intended as a counter-measure to their war on

virus. sigh.
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Thanks CIA thinker. and rrealrose. Rose, that is an excellent link, a MUST see, and I love that they have a transcript also.
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Hi Pete, yes, ITS A MUST WATCH. Snally transcripts are being posted below videos...especially helpful for translation and long

videos. MOST ARE STILL MISSING THE STRUCTURE - AS A MILITARY PROJECT IN the US, Pharma companies have no liability

as their developed or undeveloped or poorly developed rushed products are made to order by the DoD, therefore most ranting

and raving has little effect. The DoD takes ownership and delivers to point of use. Also explains why the same manufacturers

who made the seriously Uawed Anthrax vaccine (used by the US military for 17 years), are now making the mRNA kill shots

(these are prototypes).

Whatever is occurring is so far out of the justice system and constitution, can only wonder which idiot lawmakers approved the

CARES ACT and later edits to the PREP ACT. On the other hand, who is paying for their seats in Congress? LOOKS LIKE US

Congress people have nothing to do with this PLANDEMIC RESPONSE...they have no oversight, every law of the land has been

bypassed, apparently this goes down to the state level too. Yikes IS AN UNDERSTATEMENT.
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Yes Rose, it is very important to realize what happened, how we were fooled and manipulated, because this will happen again,

and even worse, after digital id's and digital money and WHO treaty, it leads to total control over us. No more democracy. Your

link shows: .... A literal (hidden) military coup has taken place under our noses..... The DOD has used the dismantling of

Constitutional protections to place power into the hands of 2 persons at the Department of Health and Human Services. And

over the years laws have been put into place to make it impossible to legally challenge that power.

... We now know that the US Department Of Defense (DOD) along with the World Health Organization (WHO), while partnering

with other governments, bio-tech and pharmaceutical corporations are responsible for the vaccine deaths ... PSzer countered a

fraud lawsuit by stating that they could not be defrauding the US government, because the US government was already fully

aware that there were no clinical trials or no safety protocols in the making of the COVID-19 vaccines.

And PSzer proved that by producing a base OTA agreement between the Department of Defense’s Research. “Other Transaction

Authority (OTA) programs established by Congress and President Obama on November 25, 2015" ( Why OTA? To use OTA for

the bioweapons program?). So there was no legal obligation to conduct valid or clean clinical trials under OTA agreement,

because the goods and services are being paid for by the US Government, so no liability for Big Pharma, no quality control and

safety trials needed.
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Poverty creation is well advanced in the UK, bfr. Just joining the dots between lockdowns, 15 minute city zones and the fake

fuel and energy crisis. Those forced to work from home subsidised their employer's overheads re heating and electricity and

cost of internet access. HMRC offered a derisory 25 reduction in my son-in-law’s annual tax bill. Many continued to work from

home to avoid city gridlocking making travel to work a lottery. Next - the fake war causing an energy crisis when everyone

knows it is the power hungry U.S. trying maintain its hegemony, impoverish Europe and undermine Russian inUuence: end result

- 20 per cent of my income goes on domestic energy bill forecast to rise again in April.

The other thread is rising unemployment from business closures especially in young working class men with competition now

even for minimum wage jobs. If forced to stay at home, you may choose between heating and eating - not easy with

temperatures rarely above 5C in winter. The self fulSlling prophesy of inUation: the less in sales and the higher their outgoings,

the more businesses will fold. Amazon has just announced local closures with the loss of hundreds of jobs. To qualify for

unemployment beneSt or jobseekers’ allowance you must Srst use up your savings. Thanks for the link, rrealrose, which also

leads to an NHS fairy tale about the beneSts of “safe and effective vaccines”.

The NHS has apparently gone from corrupt and incompetent to corrupt and on its knees. Nothing new there then. But if you

sicken sheople with dangerous experimental injections, expect nothing less, not to mention operations etc postponed from

2021. The cost of mailing out unrequested vax appointments to 30 million households could have funded a learning support

teacher for autistic kids or counselling for confused, gender disorientated young people. Meanwhile billionaire’s billionaire

Sunak wrings his hands in fake concern. Happy New Year from broken Britain!
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Cabochon, am sorry, found recent projected information in the last Del BigTree interview with Michael Yon, and its just starting.

You can access this directly, here's the link (a second time): ON THE FRONTLINES: “GLOBAL FAMINE IS COMING” - -

thehighwire.com/videos/on-the-frontlines-global-famine-is-coming/  - follow Dr M's instructions here: How to Survive 2023 With

Dr. Joseph Mercola - - articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2023/01/10/covid-jabbed-dy..  - - as best you can...the

economic reset is well underway, here's a link to an excellent Martin Armstrong outline from earlier in 2022: Food shortages,

economic collapse, the failing Great Reset & how to prepare - - www.bitchute.com/.../qE44AScGS6f6
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quote: "Campbell argues that while the risk of complications and death due to COVID has signiScantly lessened since the early days of

2020, the risks associated with the COVID jabs remain the same as they were at the outset.........Hence, the risk-beneSt ratio of the

mass injection campaign has Uipped, and the risk associated with the shot now outweighs the risk of infection."........ Oh Well! Better

LATE than NEVER! In my opinion, there never was any beneSt, only RISKS in taking these jabs. First of all, the WHO changed the

deSnition of what a pandemic is: www.bmj.com/rapid-response/2011/11/02/who-changed-deSnition-inUuenza..  It used to mean large

numbers of deaths from a virus.

Now you need to just have a large number of infections. By using PCR testing you get mostly false positives because the PCR only

looks for protein fragments, not a speciSc foreign body. This allows for Emergency Use Authorizations. Then the CDC and other

governments around the world changed the deSnition of what a vaccine is. Even MSNBC had to cave in and admit that the deSnition

was changed: www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/yes-the-cdc-changed-its-deSnition-of..  The old Webster's deSnition of a vaccine

was: Any preparation of killed microorganisms, living weakened organisms (attenuated), etc used to produce IMMUNITY (key word) to

a speciSc disease.

The new deSnition reads: A vaccine is a preparation that is used to stimulate the body’s "IMMUNE RESPONSE" (big difference from

immunity) against diseases.” WOW! How vague is that? In other words, orange juice could be called a vaccine because injecting it

would stimulate an immune response!
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Interesting reUections jamNjim. More data: CDC FINALLY RELEASED ITS VAERS SAFETY MONITORING ANALYSES FOR COVID

VACCINES VIA FOIA. And now it's clear why they tried to hide them. The CDC’s primary analysis compared the reports made for

speciSc events suffered after receipt of a Moderna or PSzer COVID-19 vaccine to the reports lodged following vaccination with

any other vaccine, or all non-COVID-19 vaccines. The type of analysis is known as Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR). 1)CDC’s

VAERS safety signal analysis based on reports from Dec. 14, 2020 July 29, 2022 for mRNA COVID-19 vaccines shows clear

safety signals for death and a range of highly concerning thrombo-embolic, cardiac, neurological, hemorrhagic, hematological,

immune-system and menstrual adverse events (AEs) among U.S.

adults. 2)There were 770 different types of adverse events that showed safety signals in ages 18+, of which over 500 (or 2/3)

had a larger safety signal than myocarditis/pericarditis. 3)The CDC analysis shows that the number of serious adverse events

reported in less than two years for mRNA COVID-19 vaccines is 5.5 times larger than all serious reports for vaccines given to

adults in the US since 2009 (~73,000 vs.

~13,000). Very complete study with more data and graphs in the link. The author responds to a number of objections such as

this: VAERS data is unveriSed and cannot be trusted. I'll be the Srst person to agree that VAERS isn't high-quality data, but if it's

not completely reliable, how come the CDC uses this data to publish in top medical journals like JAMA and The Lancet?

jackanapes.substack.com/p/cdc-Snally-released-its-vaers-safety?utm_so..  (01/04/2022)
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jamNjim
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Thanks Gui! I was just discussing this with my wife last night and couldn't Snd anything to support my argument. You are

reading my mind!
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jamNjim - suspect you will want to follow the investigation already started in Japan, as reported excess deaths (from the shots)

is running about 400% greater than expected. Gui posted several links over the past few days...not at hand, ask Gui for these.
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nonaki
Joined On 8/20/2016 3:42:48 PM
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There's a stronger and too rarely mentioned reason to stop the vaccines: theyr're ALL POISON. Several labs, such as the Quinta

Columna in Spain, have found NO biological material in the vials. NO mRNA, NOT producing any "spike proteins", just toxic quantum

dot carbon self assembling nano particles, chemicals, heavy metals, like aluminium, one of the most dangerous metals in our bodies.

Remember, NO BIOLOGY, think about that! JUST POISONS. Everything else is a cover story keeping us distracted, diverted, and

deluded.
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har1272
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Is there a study/result available from Quinta Columna to review? Thanks.
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Taking the Covid shots is like playing suicide roulette. Each booster is a lethal bullet in the chamber. One of them will kill you

eventually, or suddenly.  pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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Joined On 11/11/2018 10:26:25 AM
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People who are so ignorant enough to keep getting these clot shots deserve what they get! No one on this site is ignorant. As they say,

you can lead the horse to the water , but you can't make them drink!
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I wrote the following 2 years ago to a group of friends. If I, a layperson, knew this back then, it just infuriates me what they knew back

when. __________Dear All: Please do not take this vaccine with M-RNA. Here is a quick off the top of my head summary as to why.

Pharma has tried and failed for at least the last 20 years to develop a Corona/RSV (common cold viruses) vaccine using M-RNA. The

messenger RNA goes directly into ALL your cells and combines with your RNA, i.e. you become genetically modiSed. This is a path of

NO RETURN. You cannot take an antidote and you cannot detox from this (like a normal vaccine).

This injection of a virus-like genetic material is received by the body as an RNA invasion, which in turn brings out a Cavalry response.

You now have a heightened immune system with antibodies on high alert - ready to kill any invasion. The problem is its heightened

state of immunity that does not go away. When this M-RNA in past was tested on animals (mainly ferrets because they have a similar

lung makeup to humans), they would then give it a month or so to settle down after injection, and then they would reinfect the animals

with a wild virus.

The results were catastrophic. They would either get abnormally sick or die. The problem was mainly in the lungs. Antibodies in the

lungs, when attacked, generate cytokines and these cytokines act as bullets taking out the virus or bacterial infection - then when all’s

clear it goes back to a normal state of readiness. NOT so with a heightened immune system. The reaction is no longer riUe shots at

viruses but it takes on a WWIII response and thus the cytokine storm, which has been the killer response to COVID.
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Here’s the kicker. In past the M-RNA vaccines never passed the animal test. For Covid they bypassed animal testing. The

“vaccine” (of which it is not a vaccine) was NOT approved by the FDA. Instead the FDA only gave emergency authorization (one

big reason was that the normal animal testing phase was not accomplished - the argument being we have no time - we have to

do this NOW!  And of course you know big Pharma is fully indemniSed by US law in all of this. So they have nothing to loose.

And BTW the Covid virus has never been isolated. And OBTW not only does the PCR test cannot detect the virus - even the

inventor of the PCR test categorically stated it cannot detect Covid.
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Eerily similar to a 500+ page Patriot Act written in a few weeks.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM
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If we are to ever get back to health we have to address the corruption in science at the root. Germ theory is just a theory . No virus are

being isolated according to the scientiSc method. Unless we expose the truth health will continue to decline. Children will continue die

at higher numbers each year. As a country we need to realize we are in the matrix. Only truth and God can save us now.
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umfuli
Joined On 4/6/2011 2:17:00 AM
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Campbell is responsible for talking many people into getting themselves jabbed. Don't trust him.
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You trust any white coats?
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I beg to challenge I’ve watched Campbell since the beginning of Covid- and utilized his previous educational videos years before

Covid. He is a true humanitarian- and an example of integrity which is a breath of fresh air if anyone has ever been involved

internally with the medical system. (I’m talking even back 40 + years). Regarding the initial vaccines, “responsible for talking

many people into getting themselves jabbed”, well, I listened to every video- and im not jabbed. An aspect of society illuminated

by this pandemic is the lack of personal focus in our innate animal wisdom and instincts. (I learned that from my previous

canines!) Perhaps there are places where command and control are necessary, ie military operations, but this structure is killing

society by taking innate wisdom and free choice out of the equation.

Maybe if we spent more time getting back to the basics and being able to hear, honor and respect our inner guidance as

biological beings, and add a class or two about our own anatomy and physiology- we could as a society and as people be better

decision makers and informed consumers within the healthcare- retail outlets. Dr Campbell has videos preceding this pandemic

which expertly teach human anatomy and physiology- as well as his textbooks- which online are FREE. So there really is no

excuse As you can see- I advocate Education over victimization.
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Umfuli-my husband and I watched Dr. Campbell from the beginning. We saw pretty early that he was into data and that was

pretty intriguing from the beginning. So we watched and when we saw the data tide turn, he saw it too. What else could we do

initially but watch and wait? He’s a good person to listen to now. He’s a force in the UK -I just hope he will be listened to.
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Trusting a "professional" to tout a drug with no long term safety study history is dangerous, at best.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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Who cares? What if they had a vaccine and nobody came? Gary Larson is missing out on a huge opportunity. Maybe the good doc

could send us a newsletter with Pink Floyd live 'another brick in the wall' www.pinterest.com/.../402016704210445486
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Lol an nobody came, like that war..ah Lorde, laughter hands down is indeed the best medicine..
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Just can't bring myself to trust this idolatrous humanist craft status quo-er. Men who truly see aren't so selective with their handling of

truth, while being very much so with concern to their associations. More bones than meat here. And suspect the meat is poisoned.

Alex Jones type of 'inUuencer' in my book. There to subtly mislead & to discredit others bringing more whole truth. Time will tell.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Isn't the most basic proof that polio is not caused by a virus, the fact that the vaccine never caused any strain variant? However, it

could be that the variants are entities manufactured in our media to maintain the distraction and fear. Personally, I think the Uu has

always had variants - we just never tracked them because most, like variations in humans, rats and trees are simply not important in

the big picture.
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Don't people believe the polio vaccine killed/eradicated the polio virus?
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har1272 - the polio vaccine is still a big seller..
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Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM
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The purpose of this COVID is to eliminate all but about 100,000 people on the planet. The real question here is WHOM are the people

doing this and what do they intend to gain by doing so? Exactly what power is behind all of this? What ever power is behind this is

multinational. Said group has reaped billions of dollars in revenue through the drug companies. Is fraud going on? How do you stop

fraud if it is invested in everyone that might bring charges and the judges involved? Look at whom in the Congress has accepted

campaign funds from the drug companies and how much they have invested in these people. I speak as a bystander. Because as a

composing room printer at a daily newspaper for many years(41 years) I have witnessed a lot of what goes on.

I put a wife through school to become a Registered Nurse in the 1970s. I typed most of her homework for a local junior college. That is

how normal people get involved in medicine. Our Congress is a wealthy person's club. Most of which also hold a degree in law. It is the
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how normal people get involved in medicine. Our Congress is a wealthy person's club. Most of which also hold a degree in law. It is the

ultimate "me too" club. It is basically Snanced by the wealthy corporations of this country. So if BIG (Sll in the blank) wants something,

they have the personal contact resources to talk to any Congress person out there. So Congress supports its members with a whole

bunch of laws designed strictly for themselves.

In this respect, Congress is one party with two heads. The Presidency of this country is shadowed by the people that take over if

something happens to the President. The rule of people in line is Vice President, Speaker of the House, The Majority leader of the

Senate, and I am not sure where it goes from there. IF and WHEN a President is murdered, the chief suspect should be one of those

people in line to ascend to the Presidency. The vast power in the bureaus is new to all of this. The letter agencies do have that power.

So the question is who owns these people? None of which are currently in jail for crimes committed with this COVID.
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Money corrupts. When a staggering amount of said money is involved government will cater to those with that money in the US

Congress, the courts, the health system, the FDA, and any other agency of unelected government. At this point in time, most of the

doctors out there are on the band wagon to defend the shots. That is the reality of things. Money corrupts all of them. Until . . . they

also are victims. Ask not for whom the bell tolls as Hemingway famously said. Because it tolls for thee. So the victims include the

healers as well as those that believe the doctors promoting the jabs. So they dutifully follow whatever the government tells them to do.

IF they do not, then their license to practice medicine may be taken from them. From the very beginning of this country money talks

and everything else walks. Don't believe me? Then study the life of Samual Adams. The Adams family were aristocrats that made their

fortune in smuggling retail goods in a black market with well over 30 ships in their power to do so. They Snanced the Revolutionary

War in the 13 colonies. Study the Pirates in the swamp lands of New Orleans. Study Ben Franklin as our ambassador in Europe. His

behavior with the royalty of Europe made him a favorite. They actually sent troops to aid George Washington.

Nothing really has changed. Medical care depends on doctors investing roughly $250,000 and possibly more to get a medical license

to "practice" medicine on patients. They serve an apprenticeship in medicine called an internship. Holding that over the entire doctor

profession creates a class of slavery in which no one is powerful enough to combat those behind the scenes with multiple billions of

dollar resources. Only when something more important occurs is this defeated as the doctors themselves die. What use is money if it

costs you your life? And that is happening every day. This has evolved over time. It did not happen yesterday.
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A day late and a dollar short......they are still pushing these poison shots and people are still lining up for them, especially older

people.....dumb, really dumb
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Please do not insult the mute. These people are simply stupid fools.
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Firstly, we are schooled/conditioned to believe in the government and obey it as "God's representative on Earth". But the deep

state has known to exploit this "belief" and terrorizing the masses into obedience through God-like rhetoric. It takes something

to tell the difference between the real and the fake, between goodness and evil, when evil is dressed up as angels.
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You're right. My own family is lining up for the boosters and even Remdesivir, when they got covid. THESE ARE OLDER PEOPLE,

VERY INTELLIGENT OTHERWISE BUT TOTALLY BELIEVE IN THE VAX NARRATIVE OF HEALTHCARE. Drs. have always saved

them in whatever health situation they were in so they have no reason to doubt the jab or boosters. THEY WATCH THE WORLD

COVID COUNT AND JUST GOT ANOTHER BOOSTER BECAUSE COVID IS RISING IN CHINA AND JAPAN. All but one has had a

virulent type of covid even tho jabbed and boosted.
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The gold standard was not used.  1. it takes seven to 11 years to bring a “safe” shot to the public. 2. The last time they tried to bring a

MRNA shot through using testing (I think it was in 2015) alt he ferrets dies. (Ferrets have a respiratory system sloe to ours.) We

excuse these doctors who have changed their minds; when they should have been screaming for everyone to stop. 1. All inserts in the

shots had blank pages for ingredients THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY  And now we know that none of the shots were tested

to stop transmission. That is FRAUD! Liability shields do not hold up against fraud.  Here’s to Florida’s Grand Jury proceeding and Sling

charges, and. Giving the okay for everyone who has suffered to receive compensation.  Another healthy young man died on Christmas

Eve from a stroke due to a clot; he was 16.
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Campbell came to senses. It's about time.
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Great article!!! But the average life expectancy for someone that is currently age 65 I think is age 85, which is greater than the average

age of death from Covid. I get the 85 number from those retirement analysts that encourage those age 62 to 69 to wait until at least

age 70 to start taking social security and if you don't have a job that you should live on your IRA and 401K so you can survive without

social security until you reach age 70.
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The Kaufman Institute for Coincidence: twitter.com/.../1612974845154705413
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How many times does this need going over??????? #1....the is NO 'covid19' VIRUS; does NOT EXIST! There IS a 'covid19' BIO-WEAPON;

but is was NOT widely dispersed. Even if someone DID come in contact with the CV19 Bio-weapon, it still ONLY amounted to a cold/Uu.

Also, keep in mind, that between 20,000 and 50,000 people, in the US, DIE EACH YEAR, from the 'NORMAL FLU'. #2....the REAL

BIO-WEAPON are the mRNA INJECTIONS. Those that get these BIO-WEAPON INJECTIONS have their GENES/DNA ALTERED and their

IMMUNE SYSTEM TRASHED, resulting in a VERY LONG LIST of 'illnesses'/REACTIONS TO the Bio-weapon injections.

#3......THEREFORE, there can be NO 'VARIANTS'/'STRAINS'. ANY ILLNESSES that crop up, are DUE TO the Bio-weapon INJECTIONS!!

#4....Those who have NOT gotten these BIO-WEAPON INJECTIONS, and GET SICK/DIE.....are DUE TO BEING INFECTED BY an

individual WHO HAS BEEN INJECTED with the BIO-WEAPON! THERE ARE NO 'VARIANTS'/'STRAINS', because there is NO VIRUS! All

there IS, is the REACTION TO THE mRNA BIO-WEAPON INJECTION.....which will BE ON-GOING......TIL DEATH! (this INCLUDES) those

NOT injected, who HAVE BEEN INFECTED by THE INJECTED/INFECTED!)
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Some of what you say is not true. A weaponized virus [ or whatever you would like to call it ] is dangerous and for many it was

NOT just a cold or Uu. An interesting element that bio weapons share is that they are made from something that already exists.

Lyme disease, for example ] is a tick borne disease that has been around for a long time. Now it is the same, but deadly. It was a

bio weapon. The devil never comes to your door in a red suit and horns. He comes to you via your doctor, neighbor family

member etc.....
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I know several unvaccinated people who got really sick with the now extinct Alpha variant, before there were any vaccines. I

know of one unvaxed person who got mild sickness with the now extinct Delta variant. I do not know of any unvaccinated

person who ever got sick from Omicron, or at least ever considered Covid testing under Omicron. I know of several vaccinated

people who got very sick from Covid long after they been vaccinated and boosted and double boosted. I do not know anyone

who has gotten the latest Alpha vaccine that also contains drugs that in weak theory may help prevent Omicron in the short

term.

I also hear lots and lots of people who where healthy before Covid are now getting horrible sicknesses all of the time, one after

another. I also know a lot of healthy unvaccinated people are more healthy than ever because they listened to people like Dr

Mercola and improved their diet and added a couple of supplements. I am very sorry that the majority of people still believe in

the news media and vaccines and don't believe in improving their diet and lifestyle. The majority of people I know have not

gotten Covid that they are aware of.
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Virus? Mutants? How is it that NOT EVEN ONE so-called "virus", INCLUDING SARS-CoV-2 has ever been puriSed or isolated and

demonstrated to exist in nature? The subject of "viruses" is not at all well understood. In fact, it is a HUGE can of worms. In the last 2

years, from reading many hundreds of articles I have learned that germ infection does not exist. Period. All disease is an "outfection",

not an infection. "Viruses" are created in and only exist iINSIDE the body as a result of something that's not right IN the body, like an

acidic pH caused from eating man's garbage, so-called "food" or exposure to the magnetic Selds of 5G electromagnetic radiation.

Wuhan installed 30,000 5G transmitters and look what happened! CA went full-blown 5G and became a huge Covid hotspot. During the

Spanish Flu pandemic researchers tried to infect healthy people with the "virus". They swabbed snot and saliva into the eyes, ears,

noses and mouths of test subjects trying to infect them. NOT EVEN ONE person got sick! The virus/vax scam was created decades

ago by Big Pharma and they are suppressing the truth about "infection" to this day. DrRobertYoung dot com and WestonAPrice dot org

are 2 excellent references.
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Viruses absolutely exist! On a computer screen.
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I just checked in with my anti virus Joyce.. She's okay she sez , I'm protected lol..
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New York State Sred me for not taking the shot in 2022 after everything that came out. I am forever grateful I did not take it! I have no

regrets! As per my termination letter: “unvaccinated staff have an unacceptably high risk of both acquiring COVID-19 and transmitting

the virus to colleagues and/or vulnerable patients and residents. COVID-19 transmission has caused and will cause severe illness and

death to patients, residents”  Another section said this: “While it is a fact that vaccination cannot and has not prevented all

transmission of the virus, it has been shown to be an effective means to reduce transmission and the severity of the symptoms and

health risks associated with the virus”. “ the continued presence of unvaccinated staff in the workplace was a danger to persons and

would severely interfere with its operations”.  This makes no sense.
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Actually if this is about population reduction its what those that pushed the vaccines wanted all along.
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Since our small family run design company has taken a stance against vaccines we've been both personally attacked and our business

targeted online. Here's an example of the type of inquiries we now get where government/pharma goons pretend to be prospective

customers... "My name is Howard Ford , I am contacting you for our studio presentation illustrations coming up soon, the title of the

workshop is PANDEMIC: PRECAUTION AND PREVENTION. The attendees are students between the ages of 15-17, I require your

service to illustrate the under-listed scenarios, and please make it a horizontal (Landscape) presentation, Cartoon styled, colored

images but plain background.

The illustrations should St on a standard letter size - (8.5 x 11") and delivered in PDF format, and I want exclusive right/perpetuity to

the images, also note that these illustrations will be handed out to the participants in a printed form, the workshop will be in two

Phases. We have 4 illustrations in Phase One to be Snished in 7 weeks.

Then 4 more illustrations in Phase Two are due for submission before the Snal event in 14 weeks. Below is the outline of the scenarios

to illustrate for Phase one: *A group (not more than 7) Maintain a safe distance from others (at least 1 meter) * A group (not more than

7) Getting vaccinated * A group (not more than 7) of young and old people in a line and social distance. * The cemetery with

tombstones and a caption that says " Died of Disbelief'' Below is the outline of the scenarios to illustrate for Phase Two: * A group (not

more than 7) of male and female health workers wearing a mask.

* A group (not more than 7) Washing their hands using soap and water. * An elderly woman taking the vaccine sitting on a chair. * A

sick female patient on a hospital bed in a hospital setting. My budget for the job is $600 per illustration, let me know if that's Sne. If it's

not, please get back to me with the price quote, I'm proposing a certiSed bank draft or bank certiSed..
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What a load of buffalo chips!
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If you know someone who is still brainwashed have them watch this video

bestnewshere.com/3-minutes-ago-insider-reveals-terrifying-information-..
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"studies suggest" Stop right there and drop ur funding (weapon)
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Study this: DO NOT COMPLY!
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GOOD NEWS!...WORLD’S FIRST VACCINE MURDER CASE AGAINST BILL GATES, ADAR POONAWALLA FILED IN INDIA’S HIGH COURT

www.biotechexpressmag.com/worlds-Srst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bil..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/10/2023 6:37:39 AM

( Like  ) Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Carol, your link is from 2021. Up to now, no one has any updates to this story. Indian authorities may have been bought off,

the story may have died behind closed doors, that's just a guess. Would be nice to have more current info.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/10/2023 11:56:43 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Adar could Sle boat loads of cases, nutten will change..Exercise in futility...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/10/2023 8:33:27 PM
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rkostoff
Joined On 11/26/2010 5:14:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Hence, the risk-beneSt ratio of the mass injection campaign has Uipped, and the risk associated with the shot now outweighs the risk

of infection". Nothing has Uipped; the risks of the COVID-19 shot have always outweighed the beneSts

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/underreporting-factors-for-vaers-are-vastly-un.. ).
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Joined On 1/10/2023 4:18:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know if you are aware but at the beginning of this plandemic John Campbell was encouraging people to get the jabs..in my

opinion he started backtracking when the truth started getting out to the public and talk of these people being arrested for crimes

against humanity.Maybe he genuinely thought that he was doing good...time will tell.Also he gets called .." DR.John Campbell" when

I've been led to believe that he is a nurse. Blessings from Scotland

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/10/2023 4:36:01 AM

( Like  ) Dislike

 

MannaFood
Joined On 9/7/2011 7:22:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He is called Dr because he has a PHD. He taught nurses AND doctors before he retired. He has links under his youtube videos

where you can download Textbooks that he wrote at no charge.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/10/2023 6:12:51 PM

( Like  ) Dislike
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author, who retains copyright as marked. The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualiSed health care professional and is not

intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a qualiSed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.
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